CCA and SoCal Hosting Route
Development Workshop

November/December
2019

CCA and Socal are bringing in Route
Development Expert Mark Albrecht
of The Route Pros to explore proven strategies for building successful routes.
The program, “10 Things We Can Do Today, To
Grow Our Routes Tomorrow”, will be held on January 26, at the Parker Boiler Manufacturing Plant in
Commerce, CA. The workshop will run from 10:00
to 2:00 and lunch is provided.
Mark Albrecht will draw on his a lifetime of experience in the drycleaning industry to lead this interactive workshop. He focusses on the industries best
(and timeless) strategies that you and your staff can
implement in the field EVERYDAY. Attendees should expect to come away with several
specific, tactical, and simple tasks that encourage route growth through consistently adding
and retaining profitable route customers.
This program is perfect for owners, mangers, and route developers who want to grow and
run more efficiently. The strategies will demonstrate proven ways to both increase your
volume and customer base.
“Establishing successful routes,” observed Peter Blake, CCA Executive Director, “is a critical component for many plants now. People have had to diversify and go out and grab the
work rather than wait for it to come over the counter. This is a perfect program to explore
your options.”

About Mark Albrecht

Mark started in the dry cleaning industry at the age of 16. He eats, drinks and breathes dry
cleaning and route developing. In 2013, he joined The Route Pro staff with 14 years experience in route management and training, customer service and face-to-face selling while
working for BEST Cleaners in Central Connecticut. Mark’s specialty is increasing route
sales by providing continuous positive reinforcement, retention strategies and consistent
face-to-face sales coaching.
Visit www.socalcleaners.org or call (714) 494-9350 to register or for more information.
California cleaners association / www.calcleaners.org / (916) 239-4070
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Executive Director’s Message...

Without Customer Trust,
Nothing Else Matters
The customer experience is still
the most important aspect of a
successful business.
Nothing
can fuel a company’s success
more than delivering a great customer experience.
Just remember the opposite is also true, nothing
can damage a business quicker than failing to
deliver on your service promise. The most successful businesses are the ones that keep their
sights trained on the prize: the customer.
Peter Blake,

Up to 82% of patrons who stop doing business
CCA Executive Director
with a company do so because of a bad experience. You can always keep fixing mistakes that happen, but keep one fact in mind, it
is game over and done once trust is broken. If you haven’t built up a reservoir of good
will to help you recover from a bad experience, customers will simply vote with their
feet and go elsewhere.
A positive customer experience does not have to mean perfection. We are all human,
and we all make mistakes. Customers understand that, but it is in how you handle
those moments of imperfection that will tell the tale of your success. I was at a meeting recently and heard some cleaners talking. They were debating customer service,
and how problems are handled. One person’s viewpoint really struck a chord with
me. He said he never ruins anything. Never has a technical mistake. I found that
hard to believe, but in discussion -- he admitted that when a garment fails, he tells the
customer it has been lost and pays them for it. That sounded better to him than admitting they made a mistake processing it. To me, he would be better letting the customer
know the truth. Standing behind it, and making amends. To me there are three core
tenets to dealing with customers:
Be Candid: If there are issues, own them. Let the customer know the truth and how
you intend on rectifying the issue. Everyone makes mistakes -- how we handle them
and our customers will tell the tale of our success.
Follow through: In By 9 out by 5? Make sure you deliver. Your customers don’t
want excuses, they want to know you are going to do what you say you will.
Solve Problems Fast: Don’t wait for feedback or for the customer to approach you,
take the initiative. Have the solution to the problem ready when you talk to your customer. You want to make sure they know you are treating them right.
When a problem arises or a mistake is made, it is an opportunity to make a customer
for life. Treat them the way you want to be treated and do all you can to make them
feel VALUED. Don’t always approach customer interaction like they are trying to
“pull one over” on you, or trying to cheat you. They want what is right -- same as you
do. Your interaction will go a long way to establishing your reputation.
This is such an important issue that I am teaming up with Trudy Adams to present a
full day workshop on customer Service for CCA this February. Check the website for
updates!

Peter Blake

CCA Executive Director
Peter@calcleaners.org
(617) 791-0128

SoCal Cleaners
Association Presents

10 THINGS WE CAN DO
TODAY TO GROW OUR
ROUTES TOMORROW!

Bring your managers & route people!

Mark Albrecht - Route Development
Coach, The Route Pro’s.

Speaker: MARK ALBRECHT
Route Development Coach

Mark Albrecht will lead this interactive workshop on many
of the industries best (and timeless) strategies that our
staff can implement in the field EVERYDAY. Attendees
should expect to come away with several specific, tactical,
and simple tasks that encourage Route growth through
consistently adding and retaining profitable Route customers.

EVENT SPONSORED BY:

Mark started in the dry cleaning industry at the age of 16. He
eats, drinks and breathes dry cleaning and route developing.
In 2013, he joined The Route Pro staff with 14 years experience
in route management and training, customer service and face-to-face selling while working for BEST
Cleaners in Central Connecticut. Mark’s specialty is increasing route sales by providing continuous positive
reinforcement, retention strategies and consistent face-to-face sales coaching.

PARKER BOILER
5930 Bandini blvd, Commerce, CA 90040

Sunday, January 26, 2020
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

SoCal Members: $75 per person
Non-Members: $125 per person

Reservations are a must. Lunch will be provided.
Call for reservations today at 714-494-9350 or online at www.SoCalCleaners.org.
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THE SEAY MANAGEMENT REPORT...

Blurred Lines Between Marijuana Legalization and
Employment

Written By Raleigh F. “Sandy” Seay, Jr., PHD, Chairman of The Seay Management Consulting Firm

No matter which
side of the debate
you are on, your
business is about
to make some hard
decisions about the
workplace and marijuana use.
The discussion used to be
cut and dry, employees were
expected to show up to work
sober and to pass a drug test.
But with the decriminalization of marijuana, both for recreational
and medical use, the drastic increase in CBD oil, and less than accurate testing capabilities (i.e. did my employee smoke at lunch or
is it still in their system from last weekend), many employers are
exceedingly confused about what their policy on marijuana should
be and whether or not to remove marijuana testing completely
from their drug panels.
Even with the increased legalization of marijuana use, employers
continue to have the right to insist that employees remain drugfree while at work, that they do not bring illegal (or nonprescribed
drugs) or alcohol to work, or use substances while on the job. Furthermore, a positive drug screen continues to be valid grounds for
an adverse employment action if it is pursuant to an established
policy. Employers that adopt a zero-tolerance policy must make
sure that they do not inquire about an employee’s disability in the
event that the employee discloses the use of, or tests positive for,
medical marijuana.

What To Do If an employee Seems High

It is important that to understand that due to current drug testing
methods a positive THC result is not indicative of use on the job.
Employers instead must have a reasonable suspicion that an employee may be impaired while at work. If you think that your employee may be impaired:
1.

Record documentation to support assumption

2.

Drive the employee to the testing facility

3.

Make arrangements to have them taken home until the testing
can be confirmed.

Best Practices For HR

Employers should ensure that drug testing policies protect the
company and suit their particular needs.
•

Do review your drug-free workplace policy and substance
abuse testing program with a professional familiar with the
regulations.
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•

Don’t stop enforcing your drug policy solely because of state
marijuana laws.

•

Do apply your drug testing policies fairly and consistently.

•

Don’t terminate or disqualify someone without careful consideration and adherence to policies, particularly in light of
medicinal or “legal” recreational use.

•

Do consider the health and safety of all of your workers in the
application of your drug screening policy.

•

Don’t tolerate marijuana use on the job, just as you wouldn’t
tolerate alcohol use.

•

Do train managers to spot signs of impairment.

•

Do think carefully about the type of test your company uses
and stay on top of developments in the technology of testing.

•

Do talk to a legal professional about relevant state laws before
setting policies and testing rules.

•

Do know that testing policies may need to vary by location
(for multi-state operations).

•

Do educate employees about the company marijuana-use policy and the repercussions for failed tests, including random,
post-accident or reasonable suspicion tests.

The bottom line is that employers have a fair amount of flexibility
in deciding how to address marijuana use in the workplace. In deciding how to respond to a positive marijuana test, employers can
either draw a hard line and enforce a zero-tolerance policy or they
can talk with a job candidate or employee about when they used
marijuana, how they used it and whether they used it at work.
Despite changing laws, employers can still enforce a drug-free
workplace policy and terminate if a current employee tests positive as long as they have a defined, established drug-free workplace policy.

For more information
As valued members of CCA/DLI, you have access to a complimentary HR & Employment resource through our partnership with
Seay Management Consultants. For more information on Workplace Drug Policies or any other issue, contact Seay Management
at 888-245-6242.
Seay Management also has produced sample workplace policies
you can use for your company. They can be obtained by contacting the CCA Office or (916) 239-4070, peter@calcleaners.org) or
directly through Seay Management.
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Regulatory Update...

Push for Mandatory Electrification Threatens
Industry: CCA Takes Action
As CA legislators consider
ways to reduce
greenhouse
gas emissions,
CCA is voicing
its
concerns
over the recent
efforts
to
mandate
electrification.
CCA Members are working to contact our government leaders and
make sure they are aware that we care about energy affordability, independence and choice – not a “one-size-fits-all” solution.
There is a great effort being made to mandate electric
power over other choices like natural gas, petroleum,,
and other power sources.
Members of the CCA Board of Directors recently participated in agency hearings (pictured above) on the proposed regulations. Sassan Rahimzadeh, CCA Vice President and Michael Leeming of Parker Boiler, represented
CCA in the southern hearings, while President Jim Douglas and Board Member Lynnette Watterson attended the
public hearing in the northern part of the state.
“We are all for reducing the carbon footprint,” offered
Leeming at the hearing, “but because some of this power
will still need to come from a natural gas power plant,
by the time it is transmitted to the site, as much as 50%
of it can be lost from combustion efficiency of the boiler
generating power, converting it to electricity, and transmitting it. It is not efficient nor is it economical.”
“Natural gas is clean burning,” continued Leeming, “and
the boilers in CA are all required to be of a greater efficiency than all other states, and are required to be low
emission. We are already curbing our use of fossil fuels
and are reducing our reliance on traditional sources. But
the fact remains, we need to be practical and reasonable
as we look to the future. It is simply not a one-size fits
all approach.”
Many cities have adopted resolutions advocating for
such a choice. Other cities, such as Berkley, have banned
natural gas in new construction all together which CCA
believes will have a detrimental impact on jobs and costs
in that area.
CCA has reached out to its members to help support the
cause. You can make a difference, and the association
6 / California CLEANERS ASSOCIATION

needs your help in supporting the message. We need energy affordability and choice!
Being a world leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions does
not have to come at the cost of small businesses like our’s, low-income residents and good-paying jobs. Innovation and choice (be it
renewable natural gas, electricity, wind, solar, etc) is the only way
to address climate change while maintaining energy independence,
ensuring energy reliability, addressing our current homelessness
and housing affordability crisis, and keeping costs low.
Drycleaners and laundries simply cannot afford a “one-size-fitsall” solution. Help us tell Governor Newsom and the Commissioners on the Energy Commission and Public Utilities Commission
that Californians WANT and NEED ENERGY CHOICE.
To learn how you can help visit calcleaners.org

Kelleher Equipment
Supply, Inc.

The Best Brands,
the Most Experience,
Your Partner
for long-term Success!
UNIPRESS

Sales • Parts • In-House Service
Installations • New Stores
Layout/Design & Leasing Consulting
California Contractors License - General B #758951

Kelleher Equipment Supply

Contact Kelly 24-7 (562) 857-4481 office (562) 422-1257
2121 E. Curry Street, Long Beach, CA 90805
www.kelleherequipment.com • Fax: (562) 422-4390

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR
OLD POINT OF SALE?

?

Gone are the days of long term contracts, expensive
hardware, limited features, and being stuck with a
payment processor you don’t like.
You Deserve The Freedom to Choose.

DRY CLEANING SOFTWARE POS.
SMALL & LARGE CLEANERS WELCOME.
WHY CHOOSE ENLITE POS?
$149/mo Per Location.
Unlimited Devices, Employees, Invoices.
Free Customer Mobile App.
Company Based in the United States.
Live Phone, Email, and Chat Support.
Migrate Barcodes, Customers, and
Price List from old POS.

Learn More at EnlitePOS.com or Call 404-996-0336
Powered By
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Member Update...

CCA Member Highlighted in Recent Fortune
Lifestyle Article
Customers are always
fascinated by the stories drycleaners can
tell and someday one
of our members will
write a book. One of the
most frequent topics is
clothes left behind.
Fortune Magazine recently did an
in-depth article on abandoned garments left behind and interviewed CCA Board member Lynnette
Watterson of Crystal Cleaning Center in San Mateo, California.
We have reprinted her portion of the article below.

Fortune Lifestyle: September 2019
Lynnette Watterson has been at the helm of the 56-year-old family
business since 2005 (her mother owned and operated the
space before that) and admits to being “very reluctant to
get rid of people’s clothes. I have this false illusion that,
eventually, they’ll show up.” So certain is she about a
customer’s eventual return that she claims to not even
be familiar with California’s laws concerning the matter. (Shops are required to print a notice on each invoice,
explaining they won’t be responsible for any items left
unclaimed after 30 days.)
That modus operandi has led to some fabulous tales, becoming myths of a sort, at Crystal Cleaning Center, offering a glimpse into the human psyche and showcasing
the ways individuals interact with and feel about their
personal property.
Take the man who recently dropped off a $70 dry cleaning order and, after multiple calls, voicemails, emails,
and text messages, finally called Watterson back to let
her know that he had no plans on ever picking up his
items. Irritated, the owner demanded to be paid. “I’m not
usually that stern,” she says. “But he did give me a credit
card number, and I’m donating his clothes [to charity].”
Watterson’s policies are not entirely about money. “I’m
a really sentimental person,” she says before diving into
the story of a middle-aged couple who walked into her
shop roughly five years ago. They were “on a mission to
find his mother’s wedding gown,” she recalls, describing the “distinctive” dress from the 1940s that she had
been holding on to for eight years. The man’s mother had
dropped off the gown but landed in assisted living before
eventually passing and never claiming her dress. “They
had been going from cleaner to cleaner all the way up
8 / California CLEANERS ASSOCIATION

the peninsula, and we had it,” Watterson says. “It was beautiful.”
Watterson’s sentimentality becomes even more apparent when she
forwards a poem that she had penned herself to send to customers
as a pickup reminder:
“I’ve been around the conveyor so many times, to say nothing
of how often I’ve heard the door chimes.
So please come and get me as soon as you can, you can even
drop off more cleaning: How’s that for a plan?”

California Laws Regarding Abandoned
Garments
For more information and the rules and regulations for disposing
of old inventory, visit www.calcleaners.org. CCA has posted the
rules regarding how long you need to hold on to garments, and
the appropriate steps you need to take in order to legally dispose
of them.

California Cleaners
Association partners with
Clearent to offer preferred
rates to dry cleaners.
SAVE MONEY ON PROCESSING AND COMPLIANCE COSTS WITH
CLEARENT’S PAYMENT PROCESSING FOR DRY CLEANERS.
California Cleaners Association is proud to announce their partnership with Clearent
as their preferred payment processor. Clearent is a full-service payment solutions
provider that specializes in payment processing for dry cleaning businesses. Through
this partnership, CCA members will receive the lowest processing rates in the
industry, and the latest PCI-scope reducing security technology so dry cleaners can
save money on their compliance costs. Learn more here.

Keep more of your profits
and grow your business.
• Legally share credit card processing costs with
your customers. Clearent’s Empower Program
gives you the tools you need to add a surcharge or
non-cash adjustment or offer a cash discount. They
navigate the card brands’ discount offer rules so
you can rest easy knowing you’re compliant.
• Save money on your processing. Clearent’s rates
start at less than 0.75% for CCA members

Run your business more
efficiently.
• Accept payments wirelessly. With Clearent, you
can accept payments from drive-thru customers
with a wireless credit card machine.
• Save your customers time with faster pickups.
Securely store cards on file to quickly process
future payments.
• Get your money the very next business day.
Clearent offers the option to enroll in their Next
Day Funding service. With an 11:00 PM Eastern
cut-off time, you can fund payroll and inventory
purchases as soon as the next business day.

Reduce your PCI scope
with layered security.
• Dramatically reduce your compliance burden.
Clearent offers PCI-scope reducing technology,
such as tokenization, PCI-Validated Point-To-Point
Encryption (P2PE), and EMV which work together
to dramatically reduce your PCI scope, allowing you
to take a shorter PCI questionnaire, and potentially
forgo quarterly scans.

Get the support you need.
• Friendly, reliable customer service. Clearent’s
U.S.-based customer support team is available to
answer your questions every day from 7 AM to 11
PM Central.
• Online, easy-to-read statements. Clearent has
a clear conscience about their pricing and takes
a hard stand against hidden fees. Plus, Clearent’s
online reporting tool clearly breaks down every fee
so you can see exactly what you’re being charged.

C L E A R E N T. C O M / C C A

© 2019 Clearent, LLC is a registered agent for Central Bank of St. Louis,
MO and Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Concord,
November/December,
2019CA./
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Allied Trade Update...

Henderson Insurance Continues Support of CCA
class agency. We appreciate their support, and all the time, dedication, and effort Jackie puts into the association. All members
should take notice of companies like Henderson Insurance that go
above and beyond to help the industry.”
Henderson Insurance Agency has been making regular financial
contributions to CCA for years, and their support is used to help
CCA efforts throughout the state.

At their recent Board meeting in Orange, CA,
Jackie Smith presented President Jim Douglas
a donation check for $1,000 on behalf of Henderson Insurance.
“Henderson Insurance is proud of the work CCA does on behalf of
the industry,” offered Jackie Smith, “and we like to help in anyway
we can. I know CCA works on behalf of our clients as well as the
entire industry and we feel we need to help and support the effort.”
“Henderson Insurance is a great company,” observed Jim Douglas,
CCA President, “and we are excited to be working with such a

Turning environmental
liabilities into assets

We Find Funds.
We Clean Up.
You Stay Open.®
We’re a full-service environmental
consulting firm that has cleaned up
more dry cleaning sites than any
other firm in the USA. We’re the
only firm that focuses on finding
the money to pay for investigation,
cleanup, and legal defense. We
restore the value of your property
while protecting you from
regulatory and legal issues.
Call us today.

866-888-7911
enviroforensics.com
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“While we appreciate the financial support,” commented Peter
Blake, “I think their commitment to CCA goes above and beyond
the annual donation. Since I joined the CCA team almost 2 years
ago, I have experienced first-hand her commitment and love of
the industry. She serves on the Board, she is the Co-Chair of the
Education Committee, and she is the main liaisons between SoCal
and CCA. She helps make us and the industry strong. We all need
to thank Jackie for her tireless dedication, but also Henderson for
giving her the support she needs to be able to maintain that level
of service.”
Any cleaner who finds themselves looking for appropriate coverage is encouraged to contact them at (949) 863-0900.

2019 CCA’s Allied Trades...
3 Hanger Supply co.

Hawthorne, CA
(887) 679-8800

A.L. Wilson Chemical Co.

Kearny, NJ
(201) 997-3300

AlbatroSs USA Inc

Los Angeles, CA
(800) 233-4468

BEcreative360

Orange, CA
(949) 270-1609

calclean inc

Orange, CA
(714) 921-1234

Chevron Phillips

The Woodlands, TX
(800) 858-4327

clearent Intelligent processng

Endorsed by CCA
clearent.com/cca

Columbia/iLSA

West Babylon, NY
(631) 293-7571

firbimatic

parker boiler company

fuji star shirt systems

R.R. Streets & Co.

fulton boiler works

reterro inc

Woodstock, IL
(815) 338-2355

Sylmar, CA
(818) 361-1066

Pulaski, NY
(315) 298-5121

Garment management systems

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 727-9800

Naperville, IL 60007
(800) 4STREETS
Livermore, CA
(925) 227-1192
Sankosha

Little Rock, AR
(501) 420-1682

Elk Grove Village, IL
(847) 427-9120

Gold state laundry systems

seitz “the fresh company”, inc

GreenEarth cleaning

select risk insurance services

Kansas City, MO
(816) 926-0895

Long Beach, CA
(562) 216-9016

henderson insurance agency

sigma garments films

Jerry Moore
(800) 941-6673

Newport Beach, CA
(949) 863-0900

hendricks mechanical

Fullerton, CA
(949) 633-9616

Tampa, FL
(813) 886-2700

Rancho Dominquez, CA
(310) 344-2732
SNA Manufacture

Acworth, GA
(678) 631-1010

itsumi usa, inc

SPOT Business System

covers etc, inc

Arlington, TX

Gardena, CA
(310) 532-0534

Draper, UT
(801) 495-1200

Daniel Steam Inc

kleen-rite, Inc.

The Green garmento, llc

St. Louis, MO
(314) 353-1712

Chatsworth, GA
(323) 512-2600

kreussler, inc

The route pro

Tampa, FL
(813) 884-1499

Edgeton, MO
(816) 739-2066

kelleher equipment supply inc

Unipress corporation

Torrance, CA
(213) 926-9113
DARK POS

Jalil Fanaian
(404) 996-0336
www.darkpos.com
Drop locker

San Francisco, CA
(805) 886-9445
enviroforensics

Indianapolis, IN
(317) 972-7870

EzProducts International, Inc.

Wauchula, FL
(863) 767-0155

European finishing equipment

Secaucus, NJ ,
(201) 210-2247

Fabricare management systems

Acwoth, GA
(770) 966-9323

fabritec international

Florence, KY
(859) 781-8200

Long Beach, CA
(562) 422-1257

leonard automatics

Tampa, FL
(813) 623-3731
Unisec/NY

Denver, NC
(704) 483-9316

Irvington, NJ
(973) 375-1111

megs envirotech solution inc

united fabricare supply, inc

Huntington Beach, CA
(714) 343-6109

Los Angeles, CA
(310) 537-2096

memories Gown preservation

US Western multitech Inc

Houston, TX
(866) 492-4696

metalprogetti us

Phoenix, AZ
(602) 944-2923

norchem corp.

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 221-0221

Anaheim, CA
(714) 525-3616

white conveyor

Kenilworth, NJ
(908) 686-5700

yamamoto japan, inc

Smithville, MO
(816) 729-1223

pacific steam equipment

Santa Fe Spring, CA
(562) 906-9292
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Save Time, Labor and Money
with EzProducts
Heat Seal Presses

You Deserve the Best!
The Ultimate Heat Seal Machine

Scanner/barcode

Pre-printed sequentially numbered
heat seal barcode labels in one
day, Four sizes with or without
a side stripe

Choose from 3 models, 7 interchangeable
lower platens, single or dual heat
115V or 230V 2 Year Warranty
Proudly Made in the USA • Built to OSHA Standards

Text Label Printer
Permanent Clothing
Label Cartridges
Eliminate paper tags

Molly the
HangerDolly
EzLabelOff

Removes heat
sealed labels from
most fabrics

Stop Shaking Out Shirts

Genuine MBH Rope-Ties
& Zip-Ties

Five Colors available for special handling, finishing or routes

Easily store
and transport
500 hangers

Toll Free

877.906.1818
www.ezpi.us

California Cleaners Association
A Drycleaning & Laundry Institute
Partner
700 N. Valley St, Suite B PMB 69559
Anaheim, CA 92801

For up to date news and information,
visit us at www.calcleaners.org

